Key issues in the work programme

Thomas Forth
Comprehensive list of Glasgow follow-up tasks

Submission and Workshops
Prioritization and sequencing

Backbones: Infrastructure and Reporting
Article 6.4 readiness
Methodologies

Special tasks, still highly political:
Avoidance, removals and Co
What to achieve first

Infrastructure implemented with COP28
Ready for use from beginning 2024
A puzzle of country-specific system must be avoided, even Parties should not be hindered to start asap

Reporting: Parties should be able to prepare after COP27
Starting with the Initial Report

Methodologies update processes are core to the short timelines
Updating could start now, SB must build capacity to handle the process swiftly and could start on the base of a new methodology pipeline

Prooving Additionality: Host Country must be involved
Tasks outside the negotiations

Capacity building
• The „classical“ set of capacity building
• Institutional capacity building
• Identifying emission reduction potential with Article 6 beyond the unconditional NDC, which delivers progress for the host country

Strategy building
• Technical features for assessing opportunity costs and avoiding the risk of overselling. These tools should help retrieving quantified data.
• Attribution of mitigation outcomes on a rational basis along the factual contribution of each participant in a cooperative mitigation activity
• Formulation of a LEDS in line with net zero targets, including the decreasing potential for offsetting
Thanks for attention!
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